Making sense of concept analysis.
Concept analysis is frequently the first step novice nurse researchers take when beginning their work. However, the value of concept analysis in generating theory is debated, and although there are many models researchers can use, few provide guidance for applying them or overviews of their philosophical underpinnings. To share learning about challenges encountered when undertaking concept analysis and to present an adaptation of Rodgers ( 1989 ) model created to overcome these. The authors explore the philosophical underpinning of several models of concept analysis and present an adapted model based on the work of Rogers ( 1989 ) and Tofthagen and Fagerstrøm ( 2010 ). Concept analysis is a valuable tool when used with an understanding of a model's philosophical underpinnings and sufficient measures are taken to assure analytical depth, rigour and transparency. The experiences of a novice nurse researcher described in this paper will be helpful in informing others who are starting a study.